Answers to the Questions at the end of the Webinar:

1. If I look up a code in the Tabular Index and there is a Excludes1 note for the condition I want to code, I can use this code for the condition.

   True or False

2. For the following Alphabetical Entry-

   **Degeneration, degenerative**  
   - macula, macular (acquired) (age-related) (senile) H35.30

   I must find a different code for senile macula degeneration.

   True or False

3. For the following entry, match the entries to the proper titles:

   **H35 Other Retinal Disorders**
   
   **H35.3 Degeneration of macula and posterior pole**
   
   **H35.30 Unspecified macular degeneration**
   
   **Age-related macular degeneration**

   **Category is:**
   
   **Code is:**
   
   **Subcategory is:**

   **Category= H35**
   
   **Code=H35.30**
   
   **Subcategory= H35.3**